300 Kent, 17th Century Tokens (8), Deptford (W 169, 191); Gravesend (W 299, 308 (2)); Greenwich (W 324 (2)); Milton-Next-Sittingbourne (W 429); Surrey (2), Barnes (W 4); Thames Ditton (W 289). The Barnes very fine and scarce, the others fair to fine. (10) £400-500

301 London, Aldersgate Street, Thomas Damsell, Halfpenny (W 28); Farthings (13), Aldgate Without (W 94); Baldwin’s Gardens (W 118, 122); Billingsgate (W 200); Billiter Lane (W 212); Bishopsgate Street Within (W 221, 243); Bow Lane (W 374, 382 (2)); Bow Street, Westminster (W 390 (2)); Broken Wharf (W 439). First about very fine, the others fair to fine. (14) £400-500

302 London, Farthing Tokens (15), Cheapside (W 573, 582, 598); Clerkenwell (W 662); Cornhill (W 717); Dice Quay (W 830); Dowgate (W 842); Duck Lane (W 891); East Smithfield (W 925); Fenchurch Street (W 991); Fetter Lane (W 1019, 1024); Fleet Street (W 1103); Golden Lane (W 1156); Gracechurch Street (W 1197). Generally fair to fine. (15) £450-550

303 London, Farthing Tokens (14), Houndsditch (W 1513); Jewin Street (W 1572); King Street, Wapping (W 1584, 1585); King Street, Westminster (W 1625); Lambeth Hill (W 1631); Leadenhall Street (W 1691); Lombard Street (W 1756); Monkwell Street (W 1951); Moor Lane (W 1971); Newgate Market (W 2017); New Street, Covent Garden (W 2054); Old Bailey (W 2109); Paul’s Wharf (W 2196). Generally fair to fine. (14) £350-450

304 London, Farthing Tokens (18), Pie Corner (W 2255); Pudding Lane (W 2285); Queenhithe (W 2299); Queen Street (W 2315); Ratcliff Cross (W 2324); Ratcliff Highway (W 2346); St Giles in the Fields (W 2486, 2504); St Katherine’s (W 2591, 2597, 2611); Thames Street (W 3100, 3107, 3118); Wapping (W 3306, 3325, 3326, 3346). Generally fair to fine. (18) £500-700

305 Southwark, Heart-shaped Halfpenny Token, Edward Delamaine, Horslydown, globe on stand (W 252). Crimped, fine. £150-250

306 Southwark, Farthing Tokens (10), Southwark (W 99 (2)); Bank Side (W 128, 139); Glean Alley (W 235); St Thomas (W 395); Tooley Street (W 426, 444, 470); Upper Ground (W 491); London, Halfpenny and Farthing Tokens (2). Fair to fine, the latter three seemingly unlisted in Williamson. (13) £500-700

307 Middlesex, 17th Century Tokens (7), Brentford (W 16); Chelsea (W 36); Hammersmith (W 68); Hounslow (W 101); Limehouse (W 140); Shadwell (W 203); Uxbridge (W 229/230). Fair to fine. (7) £250-350

308 17th Century Tokens (8), Bedford, Great Barford (believed Burford, Oxon) (W 49); Dorset, Barnstaple (W 23); Essex, Romford (W 269); South Minster (W 290); Herts, Kington (W 46); Watford (W 219); Lincoln, Barton-on-Humber (W 10); Suffolk, Lavenham (W 298). Fair to fine. (8) £300-400
18th CENTURY TOKENS

309 Buckinghamshire, Slough, William Till, Copper Halfpenny, 1794, rev lion (DH 22); John Peckham, Copper Halfpenny, 1795, rev phoenix (DH 27); Cambridgeshire (Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire), Copper Halfpennies (2), druid head, rev beehive (DH 12); similar Farthings (2); another Halfpenny, beehive, rev SUCCESS TO THE PLOUGH. Extremely fine or nearly so, the Farthings with some original colour. (7) £140-180

310 Cambridgeshire, Cambridge, David Hood, Copper Penny, 1796, King’s College Chapel, rev west elevation of King’s College new building, edge plain, thick flan (DH 7). About extremely fine. £80-120

311 Cheshire, Chester, Copper Penny Token, 1797, Skidmore’s Globe Series, frontal elevation of Chester Castle, rev globe, edge lettered (DH 1; see also DH Middlesex 121). Slight stain to left of castle, but extremely fine and globe reverse with some original redness. £80-120

312 Cornwall, County, Bronzed Copper Proof Halfpenny Token, 1791, druid’s head, rev shield of arms (DH 2). A few light marks, extremely fine. £60-80

313 Essex, Epping, Spence’s Shilling, 1796, struck in copper, stag right, rev Star and Garter, plain edge (DH 1b; Judson 1046). Extremely fine and patinated, very rare. £500-700

314 Middlesex, Kempson’s London Copper Penny Tokens (2), Chelsea Hospital and Greenwich Hospital (DH 50, 56); other Copper Penny Tokens (2), Cornwallis, Bn Jacob, Auctioneer; Middlesex, C J Fox, Spence’s Copper Halfpenny Token, 1795, rev British Lion and French cock, LET TYRANTS TREMBLE ... (DH 766), other Copper Halfpenny Tokens (2). Better than very fine. (7) £100-150

315 Middlesex, Hampton, Skidmore’s Clerkenwell Series, Copper Penny Token, 1797, David Garrick’s house, rev shield of arms, edge lettered (DH 154). Extremely fine. £70-90

David Garrick (1717-1779), actor and producer, purchased Hampton House in 1754. The house and the riverside temple he built, still stand.

316 Middlesex, George III, Thanksgiving at St Paul’s, Silver Medallic Token, 1789, by J Milton, bust right, unsigned, rev rays shine on arms of the City of London, 33mm (DH 177; BHM 295). Extremely fine. £70-90

317 Middlesex, George III, Thanksgiving at St Paul’s, White Metal Medallic Token, 1789, by C James, 33mm (DH 176; BHM 294); Edward, Lord Thurlow (1731-1806) and William Pitt (1759-1806), White Metal Tribute Medallic Token, 1789, by T Wyon Sr, busts left and right, Thurlow in wig and hat, 33mm (DH 219; BHM 331). Both very fine. (2) £70-90
318 Middlesex, Charles James Fox, Copper Medallion Token, 1789, probably by T Wyon Sr for Lutwyche, bust three-quarters right, rev RESISTLESS SPEAKER FAITHFUL GUIDE ... within LUTWYCHE edge, 33.5mm (DH 223; BHM 324, R²). Extremely fine, scarce. £70-90

319 Middlesex, Thomas Hardy, Acquitted, Copper Medallion Token, 1794, unsigned, bust three-quarters left, rev names of the jury, 32mm (DH 205; BHM 378); Robert Orchard, Centenary of the Revolution, Skidmore’s mule Halfpenny, 1788, Orchard arms, rev bust of William III right, large flan, 31.5mm (DH 411). Extremely fine. (2) £120-150

320 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (7), Allen’s (DH 246); Bebbington’s (DH 254); Carter’s (2) (DH 277); Davidson’s (2) (DH 295, 296); Dodd’s (DH 300). Most extremely fine or virtually so, some retaining partial mint redness. (7) £80-120

321 Middlesex, Spence’s Copper Halfpenny, 1796, three men hanging at a gallows, NOTED ADVOCATES FOR THE RIGHTS OF MEN, rev A WAY TO PREVENT KNAVES GETTING A TRICK, edge plain (DH 837). Extremely fine. £80-120

322 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (8), Eaton’s (DH 301); Hall’s (2), THE KANGUROO - THE ARMS OF RHINOCEROS; deformed dwarf (DH 313, 315c); Hatfield’s, naked leg (DH 323); Hesp’s, man and monkey (DH 336b); Kilvington’s, Britannia (DH 346); Lackington’s (2) (DH 351, 354). Most extremely fine or virtually so, some retaining partial mint redness. (8) £80-120

323 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (10), including Lyceum (2) (DH 362a); Prince of Wales, Masonic (DH 367); Neeton’s (DH 390); Newgate (DH 396a); Pidcock’s (2) (DH 416b, 422); Salter’s hatmakers (DH 473); Schooling’s ironmongers (DH 474). Most extremely fine or virtually so. (10) £100-150

324 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (7), Skidmore, Moorgate (DH 658); Williams (2) (DH 913, 915); Miscellaneous (DH 923); National (DH 1011); “General Convenience” (DH 1018); Handel (DH 1021). Most extremely fine or virtually so. (7) £80-120

325 Middlesex, Copper “Anti-Slavery” Halfpenny Token, negro slave in chains kneeling right, AM I NOT A MAN AND A BROTHER, rev clasped hands, MAY SLAVERY & OPPRESSION CEASE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD (DH 1037). Extremely fine. £120-150

326 Middlesex, Copper “Anti-Slavery” Halfpenny Tokens (3), negro slave in chains kneeling (DH 1038a, I, 1039b). Generally fine, first stained. (3) £30-50
327 Middlesex, Skidmore’s Churches, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (3), St Mildred’s, Bread St (DH 559); Revd Romaine, 1795 (DH 1036); Spence, 1796, coining press, rev boys playing on turnstile (DH 743). All extremely fine, minute green spot on the second. (3) £70-90

328 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (7), Masonic, 1794; Duke of York (2), 1796; Tooke, large head (2), small head (2) (DH 1044b, 1045a, 1046). Fine to extremely fine. (7) £60-80

329 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (16), Biggar’s; Blackfriars; Burchell’s (2); Carter’s (2); Chelsea; Christ’s Hospital; Corresponding Society; Coventry Street; Guest’s (2); Hall’s (2); Lackington’s (2) (DH 256, 257, 274, 275, 276, 277, 280, 286, 292, 308, 308a, 317, 319a, 353, 358). Mostly very fine, some better. (16) £120-160

330 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (20), Mail Coach; Masonic (2); Moore’s (2); Newgate (2); Pidcock’s (4); Richardson’s; Shackleton’s (2); Sim’s, Garrick head; Skidmore, St Michael’s, Basinghall Street; Spence (3), Odd Fellows (2), Pig; Spittle’s, St Paul’s (DH 366, 369a, 370, 389a, 391, 393, 415b, 426, 447a, 454, 467, 476, 477, 478a, 645, 804c, 842b, 903). Mostly very fine, some better. (20) £150-200

331 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (20), including Stinton’s; Shakespeare; John Howard (2); National (5), two brass; Princess of Wales (4); Duke of York; Political and Social (4) (DH 904, 928, 929, 932, 948, 949, 952, 961, 967b, 977, 979, 981c, d, 985a, 985/986/986, 1012, 1017f, 1022, 1023). Mostly very fine, some better. (20) £150-200

332 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (23), Political and Social series, Isaac Newton, each bust left, rev caduceus (DH 1033 (10), 1034 (8), 1035 (5)). Mostly very fine to extremely fine. (23) £300-400

333 Middlesex, Copper Farthing Tokens (24), Isaac Newton (DH 1054); others (23), including Spence (4) (DH 1151, 1153, 1159, 1161, 1078/1083, 1083, 1112, 1117). First extremely fine, the others fine to very fine. (24) £80-120

334 Norfolk, Norwich, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (2), City arms, rev shop-front and eagle with wings spread (DH 27, 31). Extremely fine, much original redness. (2) £100-150

335 Norfolk, Norwich, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (12), various types (DH 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 23, 24, 26, 38, 43, 46, 48); others (3), Aylsham (2) (DH 5, 5a); Blofield (DH 6). Generally very fine. (15) £80-120

336 Northumberland, Newcastle, Spence’s Copper Halfpenny, 1795, sailor, J SPENCE SLOPSELLER, rev conjoined busts of George III and a jackass, ODDFELLOWS (DH 12). Obverse extremely fine, reverse better with some mint lustre, scarce. £70-90

337 Nottingham, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (4), 1792 (DH 7 (3), 8/7); others (7), Northampton, 1794 (DH 1); Oxfordshire, Banbury (2) (DH 1); Shropshire, Coalbrookdale, 1792 (DH 9); Staffordshire, Leek (3) (DH 10, 13, 17). Generally very fine, a few better. (11) £80-120

338 Somerset, Bath, Copper Penny Token, 1794, Botanic Gardens (DH 5); Copper Halfpenny Tokens (5) (DH 28, 34, 41, 73, 79). Last very fine, the others extremely fine or virtually so and first with some redness. (6) £70-90
Somerset, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (14), Bath (10),
various types (DH 36c, d, 39, 40, 50 (3), 65, 83, 86); others (4), Bristol (2) (DH 91, 101), Dunkirk (DH 108), Yeoville (DH 110); Bath, Copper Farthings (2) (DH 112a, 115). Mostly very fine. (16) £80-120

Somerset, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (15), Bath (9), various types (DH 26 (3), 28, 39 (2), 45, 50 (2)); Bridgewater (DH 86); Bristol (3) (DH 89 (2), 101); Crewkerne (DH 104); Dunkirk (DH 107); Bath, Copper Farthings (3) (DH 111 (2), 115). Generally very fine. (18) £80-120

Somerset, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (20), Bath (14), J Howard, various types (DH 35a, 36a (2), 36c (5), 36d (6); Staffordshire (6) (DH 10, 11, 14 (2), 20, 21). Fine and very fine. (20) £70-90

Suffolk, Bury St Edmunds, Copper Penny Token, 1794, Cornwallis, P DECKS POST OFFICE (DH 4); other Copper Halfpenny Tokens (6) (DH 26 (2), 27, 28, 29 (2)). First nearly extremely fine, the others very fine, DH28 and one DH29 better. (7) £70-90

Suffolk, Ipswich, Conder, Copper Halfpenny, 1796, bust of Cardinal Wolsey left, rev Wolossey’s gate (DH 10). Extremely fine. £80-120

Suffolk, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (13), Beccles (3) (DH 16/16a); Bungay (3) (DH 21a, 22, 24); Haverhill (2) (DH 31); Ipswich (2) (DH 35); Sudbury (3) (DH 38, 39 (2)). Very fine and extremely fine. (13) £80-120

Suffolk, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (14), Blything (2), Bungay (2), Bury (4), Haverhill, Hoxne, Ipswich (2), Lowestoft and Sudbury. Fine to very fine. (14) £60-80

Sussex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (12), Brighton (5), Chichester, Eastbourne, Northiam (3) (including DH 34), Winchelsea (2). DH34 extremely fine, the others generally very fine. (12) £60-80

Sussex, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (16), Chichester (9), East Grinstead, Frant, Hastings, Northiam and Winchelsea; and Surrey (2), Garraway, 1797, DG cypher, rev teapot, BEST TEAS IN CROYDON (DH 7), George Cook, Lambeth (DH 11). Croydon about extremely fine, others generally very fine. (16) £100-150

Warwickshire, Birmingham, Thomas Wyon, Copper Penny Token, 1796, obelisk, rev TW cypher below bouquet of flowers, lettered edge (DH 25). Extremely fine. £50-70

Warwickshire, Birmingham, Copper Penny Tokens (2), 1789, commemorating the boxers Thomas Johnson and Isaac Perrins (DH 12, 13). Both extremely fine. (2) £50-80

Warwickshire, Birmingham, Kempson’s Buildings, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (13), Ashted Chapel (DH 147), St Bartholomew’s Chapel (DH 151), St John’s Chapel (DH 153), St Martin’s Church (DH 154), Old Meeting [House] (2) (DH 160, 162), New Meeting [House] (DH 164), St Paul’s Chapel (DH 172), St Phillip’s Church (DH 175), Blue Coat School (DH 197a), Free School (DH 200), Soho Manufactory (DH 212), Theatre (DH 216). Some staining, mostly extremely fine, some with original redness. (13) £200-250

Warwickshire, Coventry, Kempson’s Buildings, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (10), Cook Street Gate (DH 269), Barracks (DH 284); Drapers’ Hall (DH 291), Free School (DH 297a); others (6) (DH 257, 261, 267a, 272, 274, 276), these last all with damaging stains, otherwise very fine to extremely fine; Wiltshire, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (3), Devises, Holt and Salisbury (DH 2b, 3, 21), very fine. (13) £80-120

Warwickshire, Birmingham, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (15) (DH 46 (2), 50 (3), 63a, 70, 74, 86, 91, 102, 103 (2, one counterfeit), 116, 120). Generally very fine, DH63a better. (15) £70-90
Warwickshire, Birmingham, Henry Hickman, Copper Halfpenny Token, 1792, HICKMAN edge, two buttonholes (DH 144); other Copper Halfpenny Tokens (14), Stratford-on-Avon, Skidmore’s, bust of Shakespeare, rev boys at turnstile (DH 323); County (DH 46); Birmingham (4) (DH 50, 50a, 71a, 73a); Coventry (6) (DH 231 (3), 232, 237, 343A); Stratford (DH 327c); Wilkinson (DH 416); Copper Farthings (7), including Birmingham, Howard (6). Fine, very fine and better, ‘turnstile’ reverse with much redness. (22) £120-160

Warwickshire, Birmingham, Henry Hickman, J Howard Copper Halfpenny Tokens (9); Shropshire, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (9), Coalbrookdale (3), Shrewsbury (6); Worcestershire (2), Dudley and Kidderminster. Fine to very fine. (20) £80-120

Yorkshire, Bedale, James Metcalf, Skidmore’s Copper Halfpenny Token, 1792, view of a street, rev JOM cypher, edge plain, 10.96g (DH 9c); other Copper Halfpenny Tokens (7), Huddersfield, Hull, Leeds (2), Sheffield (2). First extremely fine, the others generally very fine. (8) £80-120

Scotland, Glasgow, Gilbert Shearer & Co, Impaired Bronze Proof Halfpenny Token, 1791, shield, rev River God (DH 2); Lothian, Farthing Token, Thomson’s Warehouse, crown, rev sailing ship (DH 128). Very fine and better. (2) £50-70

Scotland, Kinross, Loch Leven, James Wright Jr, Kempson’s Penny Token, 1797, castle ruins, trees in front and figure at side, rev girl, her skirt lifted above her knees, treads washing in a tub, flanked by thistle sprays, ANCIENT SCOTTISH WASHING, edge plain (DH 1). Extremely fine, rare. £250-350

Scotland, Perthshire, Perth, Copper Halfpenny Token, 1797, yarn and flax, rev arms of Perth, others (2) (DH 5, 8, 9); other Copper Halfpenny Tokens (13), including Dundee, Pilmer, Glass Works cone (DH 17); Edinburgh, Campbell’s Turk’s head Halfpenny, 1795 (DH 13a); Edinburgh (6) (DH 1, 2, 14a, 20, 26, 37); Glasgow (DH 2a); Inverness (2) (DH 1a, 2); Leith (DH 59); Montrose (DH 28); and Glasgow Farthing (DH 43). First two and Glass extremely fine, the others very fine. (17) £150-250

Wales, Anglesey, Amlwch, Parys Mine Co, Copper Penny Token, 1787, druid’s head encircled by wreath, rev PMC cypher, edge ON DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL OR ANGLESEY (DH 19); with other varieties (3) (DH 84, 96, 221). All very fine, first perhaps better. (4) £80-120

Wales, Anglesey, Amlwch, Parys Mine Co, imitation Penny Token, 1788, druid’s head encircled by wreath with 24 acorns, rev PMS cypher, edge ON DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL OR ANGLESEY (DH 168). Mint state with dark brown patina. £70-90

Wales, Anglesey, Amlwch, Parys Mine Co, Copper Penny Token, 1787, druid’s head encircled by wreath, rev PMC cypher, edge PAYABLE IN ANGLESEY OR LIVERPOOL (DH 252). Slight flatness in striking to druid’s head, otherwise extremely fine or virtually so, with dark brown patina. £70-90

Wales, Anglesey, Amlwch, Parys Mine Co, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (8), 1788-1791, druid’s head, rev PMC cypher (DH 279, 298a, 310, 328, 334, 387, 390, 436); variety with woolpack reverse (DH 427); Abergavenny, 1795 (DH 1); others (4), including Abergavenny and Glamorgan; Copper Farthings (4). The Abergavenny extremely fine with some lustre, the others generally very fine. (18) £100-150

Wales, an assortment of 18th Century Tokens (26), including Anglesey and North Wales, druid’s head, Penny Tokens (3), Halfpenny Tokens (16) and imitation harp Halfpennies (7); with medalets (3). Generally fair to fine. (29) £70-90
19th CENTURY SILVER TOKENS

364 Cheshire, Stockport, T Cartwright and G & R Ferns, Silver Shilling Tokens (2), one with H on bale, and Silver Sixpence, 1812, beehive and bees, rev Justice (D 4, 5, 8); other Silver Shillings (3), Bristol, Cheltenham, Worcester; Neath, Silver Sixpence; with 17th Century Farthing Tokens (4), Somerset, Bristol. Silver fine to very fine, last four fine. (11) £120-150

365 Gloucestershire, Gloucester, Silver Shilling Token, 1811, cathedral, rev arms, variety with stop after county (D 6); Silver Shilling, 1811, Ja Whalley (D 10); Cheltenham, William Bastin, Silver Shilling, 1811, St Mary's Church, rev legend (D 1); Worcestershire, Worcester, Silver City Shilling, 1811 (D 1). Second fine, the others very fine. (4) £100-150

366 Middlesex, London, Morgan’s, Silver Eighteen-pence Token, legends within wreath (D 5); Charing Cross, Silver Sixpence (D 33); Nottinghamshire, Newark, Silver Shilling, 1811, Town Hall, rev legend (D 4). Fine to very fine. (3) £60-80

367 Somerset, Bristol, Silver Shilling Token, 1811, E Bryan (D 20); Bristol, Silver Shilling Token, 1811, Garratt; Silver Sixpence, 1811, arms, rev legend (D 22, 51); Bristol, Silver Shillings (2), 1811, W Sheppard (D 45, 60); Frome, Silver Shilling, 1812, Willoughby & Sons, crowned bust facing, rev legend in cross (D 66). Fine or better. (6) £100-150

368 Somerset, Bristol, Silver Shilling Tokens (4), 1811, Garratt; others (2) (D 21, 22 (2), 26, 51 (2)). Generally fine or better. (6) £80-120

369 Staffordshire, Bilston, Silver Sixpence Token, Rushbury & Woolley (D 3); Warwickshire, Birmingham, Silver Workhouse Shilling Tokens (2), 1811 (D 9, 11). Generally fine or better. (3) £50-80

370 Yorkshire, Sheffield, Younge and Deakin, Silver Shilling and Sixpence Tokens, 1811 (D 44, 54); Sheffield, Silver Shilling, 1811, OVERSEERS OF THE POOR; other Silver Shillings (3), Scarborough, 1812 (D 33); York, 1811 (D 61); Whitby, 1811 (D 56). Generally fine or better. (6) £100-150

19th CENTURY COPPER TOKENS

371 Gloucestershire, Cheltenham, Bishop & Co, Copper Penny Token, 1812, St Mary’s Church, rev legend (W 672); Somerset, Bath, Samuel Whitchurch and William Dore, Copper Penny Token, 1811, ram suspended (W 22). Very fine. (2) £60-80

372 Staffordshire, County, Copper Penny Token, 1811, bust right, rev legend (D 23); Warwickshire, Birmingham & Neath, Copper Penny Token, 1811 (D 49); Birmingham, Copper Penny Token, 1812 (D 71); Worcestershire, Dudley, Copper Penny Token, 1811 (D 6); Yorkshire, Hull, Copper Penny Token, 1812 (D 90); Wellington, Copper Halfpenny Tokens (2). Last two fine, the others very fine or better. (7) £50-80

373 Worcestershire, Ja’ Griffin & Sons, Withymoor Scyth Works, Copper Penny Token, 1813, interior of forge with drop hammers, rev a scythe, two knives for cutting hay and straw, and two crossed spades (D 3; Withers 1215). Good extremely fine, with darkly patinated surface. £150-200

374 Copper Penny Tokens (10), c.1811-1812, Cornwall (2); Devon, Tavistock; Essex, Wathamstow; Gloucestershire, Cheltenham; Worcestershire, Worcester; Yorkshire (4), Barnsley, Hull (2), Sheffield, and a Leeds Farthing, 1817. Generally fine to very fine. (11) £100-150

375 Copper Penny Tokens (18), c. 1811-1812, Nottingham, Newark; Somerset, Bristol (3), Bristol & South Wales (4), one counterstamped HURST... / IN...EST; and B&B Halfpenny, 1811; Staffordshire (6), County, Burton, Cheadle, Stafford, Walsall, West Bromwich; Warwickshire, Union Copper Company (2), one triple-counterstamped KEIGHLEY; Birmingham & Swansea (2). Generally fine to very fine. (19) £150-200

376 19th Century Copper Tokens (40), including Wellington Penny Tokens (4); Prince Regent / harp; George III, J Forrest & Co. Fair, fine and better, a good group, viewing recommended. (40) £70-90

377 19th Century Copper Tokens (approx 75), Twopenny, Penny and Penny-sized (35), Halfpenny and Halfpenny-sized (20), Farthings and Farthing-sized (20). Mostly fair or fine but several better pieces. (lot) £80-120

MISCELLANEOUS

378 17th Century Copper Halfpenny Tokens (2) and 18th Century Copper Halfpenny Tokens (18), including Warwickshire (4), Staffordshire (2), Middlesex (5); York, Halfpenny, 1795, Clifford’s Tower; Lothian, Edinburgh, Halfpenny, 1792. Last two extremely fine with much lustre, the others generally uncirculated with attractive tone, first extremely fine, the others good fine to about very fine. (20) £250-350
379 Middlesex, Copper Halfpenny Token, 1795, shield of arms with supporters, GUESTS PATENT BOOTS & SHOES, rev riding boot and shoes, BLACK FRIARS ROAD; Spence Copper Halfpenny Token, undated (c.1795), heart in hand, rev bust right, HORNE TOKE ESQ (DH 308b, 876); Copper Farthing Tokens (2), Bath, 1794, and Wales, 1793; Sheffield, Phoenix Iron Works, Copper Penny Token, 1813, brick building with chimney stacks, two canons and cannonballs in front (Withers 1040); Ireland, George III, Contemporary Counterfeit 10-Pence Bank Token, 1813. Last about uncirculated with attractive tone, first extremely fine, the others good fine to about very fine. (6) £100-150

380 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (26), various issues, and a 19th Century Token. Many very fine, viewing recommended. (27) £80-120

381 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (approx 50), including issues from Kent, others with a maritime theme and a Howe Farthing. Varied state, mostly fine or a little better, some stained, one once gilt, one pierced. (lot) £100-150

382 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (approx 90), a varied selection. Mostly fair or fine, a few better, viewing recommended. (lot) £120-160

383 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (approx 50), a varied selection with some better pieces, including Prince of Wales, Halfpenny and Farthing; Princess of Wales, Halfpennies (2); and a ‘Cartwheel’ Twopence, 1797; sundry others (3), including a Denier of Tours. The Cartwheel Twopence and most others very fine, though some discoloured and others in mixed grades. (56) £140-180

384 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (approx 90), and Copper Farthings (6), a varied selection. Mostly fair or fine, a few better. (lot) £120-150

385 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (44), and Copper Farthings (6), a varied selection which includes portraits. Fine to very fine. (50) £80-120

386 An Assortment of 18th Century Halfpenny Tokens (approx 75), a Penny Tokens and Copper Farthings (6), a varied selection. Mostly fair or fine, a few better. (lot) £120-160

387 An Assortment of British 18th Century Tokens (approx 50), all Halfpennies, various types and dates. Mixed grades, generally fair to fine, some better. (lot) £400-500

388 An Assortment of British 18th Century Tokens (approx 50), all Halfpennies, various types and dates. Mixed grades, generally fair to fine, some better. (lot) £400-500

389 An Assortment of British 18th Century Tokens (approx 100), all Halfpennies, various types and dates. Mixed grades, generally fair to fine, some better. (lot) £800-1000

390 An Assortment of British Tokens (20), including Lincolnshire Halfpenny, c.1670; Elizabeth I Lead Token, c.1574; James I Coin weight; Irish Copper Farthing Tokens (3), c.1795; Stintons Copper Halfpenny Token, 1795 (DH 904); Halls Copper Halfpenny Token, 1795 (DH 313); Pidcocks Copper Farthing, c.1795 (DH 1067); Birmingham Mint Token, MANUFACTURERS OF NON-FERROUS ALLOYS IN SHEETS STRIP WIRE BLANKS TUBES STAMPING ETC AND COINAGE, plain edge. DH1067, DH 313, DH904 and the Irish Farthings all nice good very fine or better, the others in mixed grades, viewing recommended. (20) £150-250

391 A Collection of Unofficial 19th Century Farthings and sundry other medals and medals (approx 75), including some Scottish and Irish issues. Varied state, mostly fine (lot) £120-160
A COLLECTION OF DUTCH JETONS

BRITISH INTEREST

392 Mary, The Alliance with Spain and Assistance in the Low Countries, Copper Jeton, 1557, crow over English rose and arrows of Castille and bow of Flanders, rev crown over three armorial shields within Golden Fleece, CONCORDES SERVAT AMICITIA, 28mm (MI 85/48; Dugn 2148; vL I, 14). Very fine and rare. £150-200

393 Elizabeth I, Assistance to the United Provinces, Copper Jeton, Antwerp, 1585, Elizabeth enthroned, presents roses to two Deputies, MACTE ANIMI ROSA ..., rev two Spaniards eat hay from a manger along with a horse and donkey, SPRETE AMBROSIA VESCITOR FENO, 31mm (MI 133/86; Dugn 3044; vL I, 355, 2). Fine. £70-90

394 Elizabeth I, Assistance to the United Provinces, Copper Jeton, Dordrecht, 1586, Elizabeth enthroned presents sword to two Deputies, Earl of Leicester stands to left, E R EST ALTRIX ..., rev a sword, tip in clouds from which the name Jehovah radiates, SERMO DEI QVO ENSE ANCIPI ACVTIOR, 29.5mm (MI 133/87; Dugn 3096; vL I, 359). Very fine. £120-150

395 Elizabeth I, The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Copper Jeton, 1588, struck in Dordrecht, a family kneel in prayer, HOMO PROPONIT ..., rev Spanish ship split in two, 29.5mm (MI 147/116; Dugn 3188); vL I, 386). Nearly very fine. £120-150

396 Elizabeth I, The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Copper Jeton, 1588, struck in Dordrecht, a family kneel in prayer, HOMO PROPONIT ..., rev Spanish ship split in two, 29.5mm (MI 147/116; Dugn 3188); vL I, 386). Nearly very fine. £120-150

397 Elizabeth I, The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Copper Jeton, 1589, struck in Middelbourg, shield of Zeeland, rev a Spanish ship pursued by two others, SED NOMINI TVO DA GLORIAM, 31mm (MI 153/127; Dugn 3229; vL I, 388). Very fine. £120-150

398 Elizabeth I, The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Copper Jeton, 1589, struck in Dordrecht, a family kneel in prayer, HOMO PROPONIT ..., rev a sword, tip in clouds from which the name Jehovah radiates, SERMO DEI QVO ENSE ANCIPI ACVTIOR, 29.5mm (MI 153/127; Dugn 3229; vL I, 359). Very fine. £120-150

399 Elizabeth I, The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, Copper Jetons (2), 1596, struck in Dordrecht, Faith and Constancy, rev a hand from heaven offers a stone to a boar, CÆSA FIRMABANT FOEDERA PORCA, 30mm (MI 161/142; Dugn 3400; vL I, 471); The Need for Vigilance with the Truce and the Triple Alliance between England, France and the United Provinces, three soldiers join hands on altar, COMMVNIQVS CAUSA ..., rev soldier points sword at tablet suspended from column, TITVLVS FOEDERIS, 29mm (MI 161/144; Dugn 3402; vL I, 471; Pax 37 var). Both very fine. £80-120
400 Elizabeth I, Defection of Henri IV of France, Copper Jeton, 1598, shields of England, France and the United Provinces, rev the name of Jehovah in wreath, three arms with swords extending from it, 27.5mm (MI 173/170, illus; Dugn 3452; vL -). Good very fine and very rare. £150-200

401 James I, The Discovery and Failure of the Gunpowder Plot, Copper Jeton, 1605, dated in chronogram on reverse, snake coiled among roses lilies, rev name of God in Hebrew, radiant, DORMITASTI ANTISTES IACOBI, 30mm (MI 196/19; Eimer 86; Dugn 3599). Good very fine. £150-200

402 James I, Alliance of England, France and the United Provinces, Copper Jeton, 1609, a hand holds cord linking three shields of arms, rev legend in eleven lines, 29mm (MI 198/23; Dugn 3648; vL II, 50). Very fine. £60-80

403 Charles II, Commercial Alliance between England, France and the United Provinces, Copper Jeton, Brussels, 1662, Belgic lion to left with scales and arrows, NON TELIS PRIMIS..., rev hat with seven armorial shields around, SED CONSTANT LIBRA ..., 34.5mm (MI -; Dugn 4185; Pax 246). Good very fine, stain above hat on reverse. £60-80

404 Philip II, Negotiations between France and Spain, Copper Jeton for the Bureau des Finances, 1559, half-length bust with sword and olive branch, IN VTRVMQVE PARATVS, rev crowned arms, GECTOIRS PO ... (Dugn 2178); Union of Utrecht, Copper Jeton, 1578, Belgic Lion, rev arrows, VICTORIE PRÆMIV LIBERTAS ... (Dugn 2754). Very fine and fine. (2) £50-70

405 Silvered-bronze Jeton, 1544, Charles V tramples on Devil, rev eagle and egret look to sun, AQUILA PROVOCAT PVLLVS ...; Copper Jetons (4), Charles V, Discord with the Pope and François I, bust right, rev Phaeton in chariot, DISSIP A GENTES ... (Dugn 1667); Philip and Anna, 1571, busts vis-à-vis, rev crowned arms, date divided, NVMS CAMERE ... (Dugn 2554); Birth of Prince Don Diego, 1572, and the Victory at Lepanto, rev legend reads TVRCE CLASSE.DEVICTA (Dugn 2560). Generally good fine, the last well worn, but rare. (5) £150-200

406 Copper Jetons (4), The Freedom of Worship, triangular stone, rev the name Jehovah (Dugn 2630); The Stability of Belgium, 1575, knight, IN ADVERIS CONSTANCE, rev legend in six lines, GECTO ... (Dugn 2656); Pacification of Ghent, 1576, horseman to left, NONPLACENTDNO..., rev Gideon kneels, the name Jehovah above (Dugn 2692); 1577, Elijah prays, AFFLICTOS. DOCET ..., rev Daniel and the lions, LIBERATA CONDENMANTIVBS ... both sides show the name Jehovah in clouds above (Dugn 2721). First fine, others very fine or nearly so. (4) £100-150

407 Copper Jetons (3), David and Goliath, TV SOLVS DEVS ..., rev [Belgian] lion tramples the [Spanish] boar, FIDE DNO ET IPSE EFFICIET (Dugn 2743); Acceptance of the Reforms, 1579, Pelican in its piety, rev open compass and sword, DIFFICILE + RVMPITVR (Dugn 2775); Exhortations to continue the War, 1579, two horsemen and two foot soldiers fight, rev the naked and beheaded bodies of the Dukes of Egmont and Hornes, QVAM SIMVLATA PACE DECIPI (Dugn 2778). First two very fine, last better. (3) £80-120

First struck following the arrival of the Archduke Mathias
408 Copper Jetons (4), breakdown of Negotiations at Cologne, 1580, Pope and Philip II of Spain with Belgian Lion, LIBER REVINCI RI LEO …, rev Lion chained to column with a rat (Dugn 2797); Prince William made Stadtholder, 1580, gardener tends young orange trees, VOS TERRA AT EGO … (Dugn 2812); Uprising against Philip II, 1581, a man forces a dog to eat, rev the man shot with an arrow from the clouds, PERDE QVI CONTRISTANT … (Dugn 2827); Trust of the Low Countries with the Prince of Parma, 1582, Belgica and Parma below the name of Jehovah, rev trophies between Prudence and Moderation, TEMPERANDO ET PROVIDENDO (Dugn 2867). About very fine. (4) £120-150

409 Copper Jetons (3), The Preparations for War, 1582, armoured horseman right, PRO PATRIA PVGNARE, rev ship in full sail (Dugn 2888); The attempted Assassination of William of Orange, 1582 (Dugn 2980); the Aversion of Ghent, 1583, the Duke of Anjou helps to tie up Ghent, VBI REX IN POPVLVM TIRANNVS, rev Hollandia and the Duke, POPVLO IVRE D ET H DIVORTIVM (Feud 13799; vL I, 325). Good very fine, fine and very fine. (3) £80-120

Juan de Jáuregui, the accounting assistant of a Spanish fur merchant, Gaspar de Añastro, was paid 2877 crowns to kill William. William recovered only to be shot and killed two years later, whilst Jáuregui was killed on the spot.

410 Copper Jetons (3), Vigilance of the Farnèse, 1586, a stork, VIGILIA ET LABORE, arms of Philip II (Dugn 3110; vL I, 367); Capture of Breda, 1590, Dordrecht, soldiers in a boat loaded with peat, PARATI VINCERE AVT MORI 4 NONAR MARTII, rev legend, BREDA A SERVITVTE … (Dugn 3255); Conquest of Three Cities, 1592, hand from cloud below the name JEHOVAH, ZELVS DOMINI … (Dugn 3304; vL I, 431). First and last very fine, second better. (3) £120-150

Prince Maurice of Nassau captured Breda with minimal casualties by smuggling soldiers into the city in boats delivering peat which the Spanish failed to search.

411 Copper Jetons (2), Vigilance of the Farnèse, 1586, a stork, VIGILIA ET LABORE, crowned arms of Philip II (Dugn 3110; vL I, 367); Siege of Ostend, 1603, fox and rooster, ALIVD IN LINGVA ALIVD IN PECTORE, rev plan of Ostend (Dugn 3559; vL II, 10). Good very fine and about very fine. (2) £70-90

412 Copper Jetons (2), Alliance with France, 1595, Belgic Lion, rev Belgica in enclosure, CONTEMNIT AB ALTO … (Dugn 3360; vL I, 456); The Desire for Peace, 1595, Dordrecht, soldier stands guard in a tower, NON CVRAS PONO QVIETIS, rev Belgic Lion (Dugn 3363; vL I, 453; Pax 35, obverse). Very fine and good very fine. (2) £80-120

413 Copper Jetons (4), The Need for Vigilance with the Truce and the Desire for Peace, Copper Jeton, 1596, Dordrecht, soldier stands guard in a tower, rev fighting soldiers restrained by rays from clasped hands in clouds above them, SIMVLATA CVM SPLENDET FRANGIVR (Dugn 3391; vL I 467; Pax 36/35); Victory at Turnhout, 1597, Belgic Lion, SOLI DEO HONOR …, rev legend, ORDIN AVSPIC PRIN … (Dugn 3414; vL I, 496); Isabella (at the time of her marriage to Albert), 1599, Office of Finance, crowned bust left wearing ruff collar, rev crowned lozenge-shaped shield (Dugn 3463; vL I, 524); Campaign on the Rhine, 1599, Dordrecht, Cardinal André of Austria and his generals, rev army marches by the Rhine, FRVSTRA CONATVR INPIVS (Dugn 3468; vLoon, I, 514). Last very fine, others a little better. (4) £120-160
414 Copper Jetons (2), Prince Maurice, naval actions of Zeeland, 1598, struck in Middelburg, crowned arms, rev man and woman thank God, **IN VICTORIA GRATI**, 30.5mm (Dugn 3444; vL I, 507); Difficulties following the defeat of Admiral Hautain, a ship in a storm, **MODICÆ FIDEI QVID TIMETIS SC**, 29mm (Dugn 3611; vL II, 24, 1). *Both very fine.* (£60-80)

415 Copper Jetons (2), Conversion of Henri IV, 1593, struck in Middelburg, arms of Zeeland, rev soldier balancing on a plank on a ball, 30mm; The Taking of Sluis, 1604, arms of Zeeland, rev military action before town, 30mm (Dugn 3328, 3580; vL I, 433, II, 12). *Both very fine.* (£120-160)

416 Copper Jetons (3), Proposals for Peace, 1600, lion by column, **TVTVM AVDENDI PRECIVM …**, rev military trophies burning, **DVCE ALB AVST …** (Dugn 3510; vL I, 551); Siege and Capture of Grave by Prince Maurice, 1602, Utrecht, a man raises a millstone, **ARS GRAVE TOLLIT ONVS**, rev spade and wreath, **INDVSTRIA ET LABORE** (Dugn 3535; vL I, 567); Siege of Ostend, 1603, fox and rooster, **ALIVD IN LINGVA ALIVD IN PECTORE**, rev plan of Ostend (Dugn 3559; vL II, 10). *First and last very fine, second better.* (£120-160)

417 Command of the Seas, 1603, Copper Jeton for Middelburg, Zeeland, the arms of Zeeland, rev a ship in full sail, **IMPERATOR MARIS TERRAE DOMINVS**, 30.5mm (Dugn 3561; MH 493). *Very fine.* (£70-90)

418 Copper Jetons (2), Pusillanimity of Holland, 1606, seven shields around that of Holland, rev people walk before cityscape; Misleading Peace Proposals, 1608, similar obverse, rev the Trojan horse pulled towards city, both 30mm (Dugn 3614; 3636). *Both very fine.* (£80-120)

419 Copper Jetons (3), 1607, Negotiations for Peace, army encampments, **IN CASTRIS CAVE …**, rev three men (Dugn 3620); Truce Suspended, and Distrust of the Truce, arm from cloud brandishes sword, **PRO ARIS ET FOCE**, rev shield of Guelderland, 30.5mm; Mercury and Ulysses, **MENTEMQVE MANVQVE**, rev a knight accepts olive branch, 29.5mm (Dugn 3623, 3624; vL II, 33, 34). *First about fine, others good very fine.* (£100-150)

420 Copper Jetons (3), 1608, War or Peace, standing knight, **FIAT …**, rev bundle of arrows, **FORTIDVDO BELGICA**, 30mm; Libels against Peace, bird with spread wings, rev shield of Guelderland, **CA COMP …**, 30.5mm; Johan van Oldenbarnevelt Justified, farmer rests on his staff, rev flock of sheep, **QVI C uSTODIT ISRAEL**, 29.5mm (Dugn 3628, 3632, 3634; vL II, 36,39, 40). *Last fine, the others very fine.* (£100-150)

Dugnolle records the bird on the second jeton as an ostrich – an unlikely attribution.

421 Zeal of the Archdukes, Copper Jeton, 1609, lion, **VIS IMPERIO**, rev shield of arms, 27.5mm; another, very similar design, 1617, 27mm (Dugn 3658, 3737); other Copper Jetons (2), Public Wellbeing, 1611, **FELICITAS ÆTERNA**, 26mm (Dugn 3670); Unrest in Utrecht appeased, 1613, 29mm (Dugn 3690). *First fine, the others very fine.* (£120-150)
French interest, Assassination of Henri IV, Copper Jeton, 1610, doves on open Bible, rev a wolf in Jesuit cap attacks a lamb, NON CÆDES FOVET, 30mm (Dugn 3665; vL II, 67); another 1609, the 12 Year Truce, a sleeping soldier, QVIESCO ..., rev Mercury pulls the ear of a sleeping man, 29.5mm (Dugn 3651; vL II, 56). Very fine, first rare. £120-160

Copper Jetons (5), with portraits, Albert and Isabella, 1612, rev an eagle, AEQVA POTENTIA, 27mm; Philip IV (4), Advantages won by Imperial Forces, 1628, 27mm (Dugn 3842); Treasury, Royal arms, GECTZ POVR ..., 28.5mm (Dugn 3921); Desire for Peace, arms from clouds with sword and wreath, IN MANV BELLI FINIS, 28.5mm; Royal arms, QVIS SICIT REX NOSTER, 30.5mm (Dugn 4121). All very fine. (5) £180-220

Naval and Military Successes and Prosperity of the Dutch Trading in Batavia (Dutch East Indies), Copper Jeton, 1616, tree laden with fruit at water’s edge, rev shield of Utrecht, CALCVLVS RATI ORDINVM TRAIECT, 30mm (Dugn 3722; vL II, 95; MH 509). Good very fine. £80-120

The Dutch had captured a Portuguese fleet destined for the Philippines and also took the island of Ternate from the Spanish and Portuguese.

Copper Jetons (4), Veurne / Furnes, 1618, shield of arms, rev Medusa head, CALCVLVS RATIIS..., 28.5mm; Capture of ‘s-Hertogenbosch (Bois-le-Duc), legends, AETerno VICToriGloria ..., rev helmeted head of the Prince of Orange, 32mm (Dugn 3851; vL II, 184); Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, Losses of the Year, 1626, battle scene, rev naval action, CONFOTAMINI DEO CONFIDENTES, 31.5mm (Dugn 3827; vL II, 164; MH 512); Troubles of the United Provinces, 1630, Royal arms, rev dis-masted ship, SPES SVPEREST SOLA ..., 28.5mm (Dugn 3853; vL II, 189). Third fine, the others very fine. (4) £120-160

As the result of a bet Everhard Meyster had a large boulder dragged into Amersfoort where, the following year, it was placed on a pedestal. After ten years the townsfolk decided to bury it again and it was forgotten until 1859 when workmen re-discovered it. In 1903 it was again placed on a pedestal on which it still stands.
429 The Hope for Neutrality, Copper Jeton, 1671, Utrecht, the Belgic Lion to left, rev arms of the even Provinces around Liberty hat, SED CONSTANT LIBRA ..., 34.5mm (Dugn 4289; vL III, 44). Extremely fine. £40-60

430 J Pipenpoix, Treasurer of Brussels, Copper Jeton, 1674, arms, rev St Michael of Brussels (Dugn 4431); others (3), Charles II, Bureau des Finances, 1676, bust right (Dugn 4361); Léonard van der Noot, Baron Kieseghem, Supervisor of the Canals of Brussels, 1676, arms, rev fountain (Dugn 4367); Philip van de Wauwere, arms, rev Jason and the Golden Fleece (Dugn 4411). Very fine, first and last perhaps better. (4) £120-150

431 Jean Heymans, Treasurer of Brussels, Copper Jeton (1680), for the marriage of Charles II and Marie-Louise d’Orléans, arms, rev Juno enthroned holding linked shields, DVRABIT AMORIS PAX ... (Dugn 4433); another, 1683, rev the Hôtel de Ville, Brussels; other Copper Jetons (4), Charles II, Bureau des Finances, 1681, Antwerp, bust right, rev Royal arms (Dugn 4459); Bureau des Finances, 1684, the Year truce, military trophies, rev Royal arms (Dugn 4493); 1687, arms, rev ship sails in favourable winds (Dugn 4534); J-B de Leeuwen, arms, rev clasped hands above lion (Dugn 4643). All very fine, last best. (6) £180-220

432 France, The King’s Council, Silver Jetons (3), Henri IV, 1600, Royal arms, rev Peace and Justice, THEMIS CVM PACE RESVRGIT (Feu 82); Louis XIII, 1640, Punishment of Rouen, Royal arms, rev flowering thistle, NEFAS TETIGISSE CORONAM (Feu 156); 1650, Preparations for war at Dunkirk, Royal arms, rev an axe held over a Spanish lion (Feu 7395; Dugn 4132). First and last fine, second better. (3) £100-150

WORLD COINS

AFGHANISTAN

433 Shahi Kings of Kabul and Ghandara, Silver and Billon Units (8) (Mitch Oriental 106ff) and Jitals (35). Fine to very fine. (43) £80-100

434 Central Asia / Persia / Afghanistan, Silver Coins (64), including Safavid, Ilkhanid and related. Generally fine to extremely fine. (64) £300-500

AUSTRALIA

435 George V (1910-1936), Florin, 1917 (KM 27), good very fine, some original brilliance; Shilling, 1915, Sixpence, 1919, Threepence, 1917, these generally very fine or better. (4) £80-120

436 George V, Canberra Florin, 1927. Some scuffs, about extremely fine with lustre. £80-100

437 19th Century Copper Penny Tokens (23) and Halfpenny Tokens (5), various issues. Generally fine through several better pieces, worthy of careful study. (28) £100-150

BAHAMAS

438 Elizabeth II (1952- ), Set of “Uncirculated” Coins, 1966, by the Royal Mint, comprising silver 5-Dollars to Cent, in case of issue; France, Fleurs de Coins Set, 1973, 10-Francs to Centime, in card case, these as issued; George III, ‘Cartwheel’ Twopence, 1797, very fine. (lot) £60-80

CANADA

439 Bank and other Copper Tokens (8); Professor Holloway Tokens (5), 1857 (2), 1858 (3); others (2). Generally fine or nearly so. (15) £30-50

CHINA

440 Chou Dynasty (770-476 BC), Bronze Hollow Handle Spades (3), assorted Bronze Knives (4), Ant Nose Money (6) and multiple Cash (6). Spades and knives with minor faults, the coins fine. (19) £80-100